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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which of the following services are assigned to an Adaptive Job Server?
Note: There are 3 correct answers to this question.
A. Client Auditing Proxy Service
B. Web Intelligence Scheduling Service
C. Publication Scheduling Service
D. Document Recovery Service
E. Replication Service
Answer: B,C,E

NEW QUESTION: 2
Exhibit:
Referring to the diagram provided for this question, an employee brought an unauthorized AP
from home, but did not attach it to the LAN infrastructure. The APs are in the VLANs as shown in
the diagram. Only AP1 is within RF range of the employee AP.
By default, how will the Aruba system classify the employee's AP?
A. an AP
B. a valid workstation
C. an AM
D. an Interfering AP
E. a Rogue AP
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3

Answer:
Explanation:

Explanation:
Box 1: is
The dedicated backup file share is \localhostBackup
Box 2: does not run
The only thing with a name related to ADATM-SQL11 is the schedule name.
Box 3: 72 hours
4320 minutes equals 72 hours.
Note: @backup_retention_period= ] backup_retention_period
Isthe length of time, in minutes, to retain the log backup file in the backup directory on the
primary server. backup_retention_period is int, with no default, and cannot be NULL.
Box 4: 15 minutes.
[ @freq_subday_type = ] freq_subday_type
Specifies the units for freq_subday_interval. freq_subday_typeis int, with a default of 0, and
can be one of these values.
Here it is 4, which means minutes.
[ @freq_subday_interval = ] freq_subday_interval
The number of freq_subday_type periods to occur between eachexecution of a job.
freq_subday_intervalis int, with a default of 0.
Note: Interval should be longer than 10 seconds. freq_subday_interval is ignored in those cases
where freq_subday_type is equal to 1.
Here it is 15.
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